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Adaptivity as a key feature of
mobile maps in the digital era

Tumasch Reichenbacher* and Mona Bartling

Department of Geography, University of Zurich, Zurich, Switzerland

Mobile maps are an important tool for mastering modern digital life. In this paper,

we outline our perspective on the challenges and opportunities associated with

designing adaptive mobile maps that are useful, usable, and accessible to a wide

range of users in di�erent contexts. If we claim for adaptive mobile maps to be

successful, we need to expand our understanding of map use context, including

the physical and digital spaces, user behavior, and individual di�erences. We

identify key challenges, such as the scarcity of knowledge about mobile map

use behavior, the need for e�ective adaptation methods and strategies, user

acceptance of adaptive maps, and issues related to control, privacy, trust, and

transparency. We finally suggest research opportunities, such as studying mobile

map usage, employing AI-based adaptation methods, leveraging the power of

visual communication through maps, and ensuring user acceptance through user

control and privacy.
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Introduction

Maps are a fundamental artifact for society to solve manifold tasks relying on geographic
information, such as exploring, planning, wayfinding, orienting, and decision-making. The
latest developments in mobile technology have brought unprecedented opportunities for
communicating geographic-related information with mobile maps for nearly any facet of
modern life. While maps have become ubiquitous, designing useful, usable, and accessible
mobile maps faces various challenges. New concepts and frameworks, such as map use
context models or physiological behavior measurements, are emerging to suit these new
developments in mobile mapping technologies.

The transition of our society into a digital society manifests itself in the growing
importance of digital and digitalized lives (Lazer and Radford, 2017). Digital lives refer
to the fact that “an increasing fraction of life is intrinsically digitally mediated”, while
digitalized lives represent “the capture of non-intrinsically digital life (i.e., most of life) in
digital form” (Lazer and Radford, 2017, p. 21f.). While such digital and digitalized lives
offer many benefits and facilitations, the ever faster-growing amount of digital data and tools
also producemanifold challenges, accelerated through digital transformation processes, such
as data access, sense-making, or information overload for its mobile citizens (Bawden and
Robinson, 2020).

Despite this fast-paced technology adoption, a key challenge is ensuring
digital accessibility regarding varying usage situations, a wide range of users,
tasks, individual differences, distractions, and limitations, among many others
(Griffin et al., 2023). Eventually, we should strive for digital well-being, i.e.,
“experiencing maximal controlled pleasure and functional support, together with
minimal loss of control and functional impairment” (Vanden Abeele, 2021).
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To better support the mobility aspects of digital life with mobile
map apps, understanding the context of use more comprehensively
is essential. Digital transformation is inexorably penetrating and
impacting the daily life of citizens. In addition to the physical space,
the digital and hybrid spaces are becoming increasingly important
for mobile users (see Figure 1). Advances in digitalization now
allow for bridging the physical and digital worlds, including non-
tangible information from the digital world. Many activities that
users have performed and could only perform in physical space are
now increasingly shifted to the digital world and platforms (think of
online banking, for instance). Today, smartphones are the primary
interface between the physical and digital worlds, allowing mobile
users to access digital information and relate it to the physical
world. The interplay of activities in hybrid or “phygital” space (the
overlap of physical and digital space) becomes increasingly critical
(Del Vecchio et al., 2023).

We believe that mobile map adaptivity—if thoughtfully
designed and implemented—cannot only establish digital
accessibility, positive user experiences, and inclusive design but can
contribute to digital well-being concerning mobile map apps and
services. Digitalization profoundly affects our life and increasingly
influences our behavior. The downside of widely used apps and
services may be infantilizing/paternalism, exclusion, overload,
overprotection, overautomation, or loss of control (Thrash et al.,
2019).

Despite the wide range of maps that we have at our disposal,

these maps typically follow a one-size-fits-all approach. However,

this approach lacks in its ability to fully accommodate mobile map

usage in different environments and situations as we move fluently

between contexts while pursuing an activity. Beyond that, one-size-

fits-all approaches neglect that mobile map users can differ in many
aspects, particularly regarding spatial abilities and literacy levels,
cognitive states, individual impairments, etc. For instance, some
users have a good sense of direction, the capacity to mentally rotate
a map display, or to acquire spatial knowledge faster, while other
individuals exhibit poorer performance in those skills. Moreover,
not all mobile map users have the same experience or training in
map reading and some individuals might have color-deficiencies.
Also, the concrete map use situation can be very different in respect
to noise levels, secondary demanding tasks, or time pressure, which
could result in changes of cognitive load. All these factors might
require an adjusted map design to accommodate differences of
individual users or usage situations.

Since we have a clear understanding that not all map designs
are suitable for all map use purposes, users, and contexts (Griffin
et al., 2017; Roth R. E., 2019), there is a growing community
combining cartography and maps with questions of location-
based services (LBS), spatial cognition and neuro-adaptivity, to
devise appropriate and context-specific mobile map designs that
respond to the needs of users in their changing mobile map use
contexts. In the last decade, research fields, such as psychology
and human-computer interaction have shown increased interest
in this research. Adding to that, we argue that adapting mobile
maps to users in their contexts will benefit them in solving everyday
map-related tasks.

In this article, we present an overview of recent developments
in mobile cartography and dive into research on geographic

information adequacy, the relevance of mobile context, and context
aware, adaptive map design principles.

The main objective of our contribution is to claim the
importance of adaptive mobile maps for supporting modern digital
life and identify key challenges that need to be addressed to
proceed with adaptive designs for future mobile maps, i.e., move
research in this field forward from theory to practice. While
we are aware that adaptivity could be applied to all types and
functions of maps, we focus in this paper on mobile maps and their
communication function.

Past and current advances in mobile
map adaptivity

Although research on mobile adaptive maps has been
undertaken since the turn of the new millennium, only recently,
technology has become ready, allowing us to consume maps
on mobile devices as a commodity. A technology perspective
dominated the development of mobile map apps and LBS that
does not comprehensively acknowledge the challenges imposed
by the mobile use case. This lack of adjusted map design often
leads to problems in sense-making, usability, user experience,
and user empowerment. While user centered design (UCD) has
included usability and user experience (UX) design approaches,
user empowerment, coming with the third wave of HCI, introduces
another goal of designing technological tools. It offers users an
experience of agency or control, allows them to extend their skills
through technology, and may enable them to do things they would
not be able to do otherwise (Schneider et al., 2018).

Effectively representing relevant geographically referenced
information in maps on small screens is still a challenge. The major
persisting challenge of mobile maps rendered on small displays is
map complexity (Schnur et al., 2018; Keil et al., 2020; Barvir and
Vit, 2021) caused by the amount of information to portray and
the limited screen space. To ensure mobile map usability, design
strategies inspiredmainly bymobile Human-Computer Interaction
(HCI), such as responsive design and mobile first design, have been
suggested, also in cartography andGeographic Information Science
(GIScience) (Ricker and Roth, 2018; Roth R., 2019).

Compared to paper maps or static online maps, mobile
maps offer a basic level of map automation. An example is the
displaying of the current location based on the received GPS
position and route following. Mobile maps are interactive, and
as such, they are also adaptable. An adaptive map visualization
approach that leverages the abundance of context information
available from sensors of modern smartphones used by mobile
citizens is still underdeveloped, despite the idea of adapting
mobile maps based on use context was introduced about two
decades ago (Zipf, 2002; Reichenbacher, 2004), building upon
research on adaptive systems and interfaces in the field of HCI
that emerged in the 1990s (Benyon, 1993; Schneider-Hufschmidt
et al., 1993; Oppermann, 1994; Brusilovsky, 1996). This early
and foundational work established various conceptualizations of
adaptation and proposed approaches to differentiate between
types of adaptations based on whether control and initiative
of the adaptation is with the user or the system. This body
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FIGURE 1

A conceptual model for mobile map use and adaptivity including a context tracker and an adaptation engine; [in parts based on Oppermann (1994),

Oppermann and Zimmermann (2011), and Hou et al. (2015)].

of research contributes accordingly to the basic distinction of
adaptation (user) and adaptivity (system). The body of research
on adaptive user interfaces is extensive. López-Jaquero et al.
(2021) describe seven stages of user interface adaptation in their
framework GISATIE: goals, initiative, specification, application,
transition, interpretation, and evaluation. Moreover, they propose
an adaptation design space including the seven key dimensions
autonomy level, granularity level, task resuming granularity, user
interface deployment, technological space coverage, user feedback,
and modality.

Ghiani et al. (2017) propose a methodology that allows users
without programming experience dynamically create personalized
web application versions more suitable for users’ needs in specific
contexts with trigger-action rules. This flexible application behavior
than is supported by a mechanism to detect contextual changes.

Firmenich et al. (2019) discuss methods and tools for adapting
user interfaces to make them more accessible. They describe
two types of approaches: built-in adaptation mechanisms and
adaptation techniques external to the application.

Galindo et al. (2017) propose a method to dynamically adapt a
user interface at runtime to user emotions based on face recognition
and demonstrated the feasibility of their approach in an experiment
compare three emotion detection tools.

Machado et al. (2018) demonstrate how interface adaptation
can help to lower the accessibility barrier for a specific societal
group, i.e. older adults. Their work offers a conceptual framework
for creating real-time adaptive UI that mitigate cognitive decline
and vision loss.

Alghamdi et al. (2022) present a usability study with 550 users
that measured the intensity of adaptive features of a Smartphone
in effectiveness, efficiency, and satisfaction. They studied adaptive
features, such as voice commands, face recognition, screen rotation,
night mode, gesture recognition, and fingerprint, both on iOS and
Android platforms. Their results show a higher effectiveness for the
adaptive features face recognition (87%) and voice command (85%)
and overall, the satisfaction level is higher for adaptive features than
non-adaptive features.

Abrahão et al. (2021) provide a set of conceptual adaptation
properties applicable to model-based adaptive user interfaces and
explore the prospects of machine learning for data processing and
analysis in interface adaptation.

Yigitbas et al. (2021) identify transparency and
controllability as two major challenges of “human-in-the-
loop” adaptive systems and propose the combination of
digital twins and virtual reality (VR) interfaces as alternative
human-in-the-loop strategies.
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Following the terminology of Oppermann and Zimmermann
(2011), we understand adaptation as the general term for changing
parts of a system, interface, or visualization, either by the user or
the system. Adaptability refers to manual adaptation by the user
to customize or individualize. Adaptivity means the adaptation
is initiated and automatically executed by the system. Schneider-
Hufschmidt et al. (1993) offer a taxonomy that includes the four
steps of initiative, proposal, decision and execution that can be
allocated to the system or the user. In an adaptable system, all
four steps are controlled by the user, whereas in an adaptive
system, all four steps are issued by the system. Of course, any
other combination can be thought of, which is sometimes termed
mixed-initiative adaptation, e.g., when a user confirms a proposed
adaptation that is then automatically executed by the system.
Adaptable maps allow the user to modify elements of the map, e.g.,
filter content, switch off layers, or change themap orientationmode
(north up vs. oriented toward the heading). An adaptive map “is
the adjustment of the visualization of geographic information and
associated parts in the visualization process such as the interface,
the information content, and the information encoding by a
visualization application or a geospatial web service to a specific
usage context” (Reichenbacher, 2008, p. 677).

A central part of the work on adaptive mobile maps in the
last decade has been the definition, modeling, and assessment
of the mobile use context. The fundamental factors involved in
mobile map use are the physical space, the digital space, the
users (individual factors, cognition), and their behavior (activity,
mobility, digital behavior) (see Figure 1).

This mobile context of use has been explored in mobile
cartography (Reichenbacher, 2004) and has been extended to the
concept of geographic relevance (GR) (Reichenbacher, 2005; Raper,
2007) to assess the relevance of features to be represented in a
mobile map beyond the proximity criterion commonly applied in
LBS. To mitigate the problem of cluttered and visually complex
mobile maps, Swienty et al. (2008) proposed an approach to
visualize geographically relevant information in a salient, attention-
guiding way for effective and efficient use in mobile situations.
The approach combines filtering geographic information shown
on a mobile map based on GR to reduce clutter, and a saliency-
based encoding of relevant features on the map, which has proved
effective in increasing the utility and usability of mobile maps.

Based on elicited relevance criteria (De Sabbata and
Reichenbacher, 2012; Reichenbacher et al., 2016), De Sabbata
and Reichenbacher developed a conceptual model of GR (2012).
Eventually, De Sabbata (2013) and De Sabbata et al. (2015)
implemented a computational assessment model including a
mobility factor and a geographic environment factor (see Figure 1).

Perhaps because mobile maps primarily represent geographic
space, research in cartography focused predominantly on context–
adaptive maps, and context was defined mainly by the geographic
environment or human mobility. Although the mobile cartography
(Reichenbacher, 2004) framework and the GR concept (De Sabbata
et al., 2015) conceptually include the user and activities, they had
no focus on these dimensions. Today, smartphones are ready for
sensing and collecting data from the physical environment and
behavioral data where geographic information behavior could be
derived and modeled (Zingaro and Reichenbacher, 2022b). With
these fundamental changes, the current approach to GR falls short.

It needs an extension beyond the physical space toward the digital
space, particularly by including dynamic context factors, real-time
data, user activities in physical and digital space, and interactive
digital behavior as contextual information that could contribute to
map adaptivity.

Despite its market power, Google only partly includes the
relevance concept in Google Maps. According to Google, “Local
search results in Maps are based primarily on relevance, distance,
prominence, as well as your personal interests. These factors are
combined to help find the best match for your search”1. However,
how these criteria are defined, applied, and combined remains
unclear and is not disclosed to the public.

Consequently, in subsequent work, the context of map use
has been broadened to put the user into focus. Griffin et al.
(2017) propose a comprehensive framework and research agenda
for identifying map designs that can be transferred from one
map use context to another one. Bartling et al. (2021a,b, 2022,
2023) explore ways of modeling context and applying mobile
use context factors for adapting map apps. This shift toward the
user, and hence user–adaptive mobile maps, follows a research
trend in cartography and GIScience to better understand mobile
users and their cognitive processes involved in mobile map and
navigation tool usage to improve the experience with better-
fitted designs that accommodate cognitive abilities, cognitive styles,
individual differences and cognitive states (Reichenbacher et al.,
2022; Zingaro and Reichenbacher, 2022a,b; Kapaj et al., 2023).
Taking real-time user behavior, such as activities in geographic
space, as well as actions and interactions in the digital space, into
account should improve the adaptation of mobile maps (Zingaro
and Reichenbacher, 2022b). This shift marks an adaptation to usage
context and personalization of the mobile map.

Surprisingly, knowledge of mobile map use in real-world
situations is scarce within the cartographic community, even
though smartphones can be used for behavior recording. In one
of the few field studies, Savino et al. (2021) explored the order
of functionalities used by participants in Google Maps in situ

by analyzing interaction logs. Recently, a new line of study on
mobile map app use behavior by Reichenbacher et al. (2022) has
been employing tappigraphy to explore map app usage through
touchscreen interactions. They demonstrated how tappigraphy,
developed and, so far, primarily used in the field of neuroscience
[e.g., to quantify variables such as sleep, cognitive processing speed,
and disease activity] (Balerna and Ghosh, 2018; Duckrow et al.,
2021; Huber and Ghosh, 2021) can be transferred to GIScience
and used as a method to investigate map app use behavior
in situ (Zingaro and Reichenbacher, 2022a). Both interaction
logging and smartphone interaction records (such as tappigraphy)
are ambulatory assessment or ecological momentary assessment
(EMA) methods. They allow for continuous sampling of user
behavior in everyday activities in situ. As such, we can study map
use behavior of people with no or slight observational bias and
high ecological validity. Very recently, the use of neurological data
(e.g., from EEG) to realize neuro-adaptive LBS was proposed by
Fabrikant (2023). The approach goes a step further from user-
adaptivity through the inclusion of physiological data to adapt

1 support.google.com/maps/answer/4610185
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a system to the user’s cognitive state in real-time. Such systems
are referred to as neuro-adaptive. Afergan et al. (2014) report a
system that adapts task difficulty according to observed boredom or
overload. The observation is derived from functional near-infrared
spectroscopy (fNIRS). Similarly, EEG can measure cognitive load
and then adjust, for instance, a game’s difficulty level (Fairclough,
2015, 2022). According to Fabrikant (2022), this approach can
be transferred to mobile maps, where the map adapts based on
measured cognitive load.

While map adaptation has been conceptually studied,
implementations are still rare. One implementation of adaptive
behavior for a mobile map app MediaMaps is presented by van
Tonder and Wesson (2008). To our knowledge, Raubal and Panov
(2009) were the only ones to propose a formalized process for
mobile map adaptation. The same research group also researched
the role of visual attention in adaptive interfaces (Göbel et al.,
2016), explored gaze-based adaptation, adaptive legends (Göbel
et al., 2016), and controllability issues in adaptive maps (Kiefer
et al., 2017).

The notion of adaptive maps encompasses a mobile user’s
mobility and geographic environment, user activities, and
technology in use (Griffin et al., 2017; Reichenbacher, 2017). This
notion is reflected by more recent design approaches, such as
responsive web map design and mobile-first design, focusing on
usability issues and the fundamental characteristics and challenges
of the mobile use case. Mobile-first design acknowledges for
technological constraints of mobile devices, and responsive design
recognizes different characteristics, requirements, capabilities,
and form factors of display devices to flexibly respond to them
(Roth et al., 2018; Lee et al., 2022). Both design approaches offer
ways to compensate for the technical constraints of the mobile
use case. While mobile-first design typically integrates the mobile
map within a native app, responsive web maps are commonly
displayed in a web browser and should work on mobile and
stationary devices. Mobile-first is a user experience design pattern
optimized for the technological constraints of mobile devices [e.g.,
small screen size, performance, limited memory and battery life,
and multitouch interaction (Roth R., 2019)]. Adapting mobile
map displays to the limited screen sizes of mobile devices has
been proposed for various tasks, such as for route planning and
wayfinding (Zipf and Richter, 2002; Baudisch and Rosenholtz,
2003; Burigat and Chittaro, 2007; Schmid et al., 2010; Gedicke
et al., 2019). In a recent study, Savino et al. (2021) suggest that
mobile users of Google Maps also use the app to explore the map
and that adapting the map display based on map use context might
support such user behavior. Degbelo et al. (2023) present a vision
of “intelligent maps” that encompasses the notion of adaptive
behavior of maps.

Research in HCI and information visualization emphasizes
the importance of cognitive factors in visualization. that need
to be considered when adapting mobile maps. Steichen and Fu
(2019), for instance, have shown that task completion time from
is dependent on the cognitive style of users (verbal–visual; field-
dependent—field-independent), and cognitive abilities (perceptual
speed, working memory). In information visualization, adaptations
are, for instance, display notifications, hint provisions, search
results ranking, adaptive navigation, or the recommendation

of alternative visualizations (Steichen and Fu, 2019). Adaptive
visualizations can make use of dynamically added overlays,
reference structures (e.g., grids), highlighting, redundant encodings
(e.g., data labels), annotations, or visual prompts (Steichen and Fu,
2019). Other research investigated the relationship of visualization
layouts and users’ locus of control (Ziemkiewicz et al., 2013;
Delgado et al., 2022). Chiossi et al. (2022) provide an overview
of methods for adaptive visualization and interfaces based on
physiological, behavioral, or qualitative user input. Furthermore,
they explore the methodological approaches in mixed reality,
physiological computing, visual analytics, and proficiency-aware
systems. For instance, they discuss gaze-based recommender
systems, adaptation of virtual reality visual complexity based on
physiological arousal, or adapting notifications to visual appearance
and human perception.

With the rapid advancements in mobile device and sensor
technology, as well as the proliferation of AI, many future
directions for mobile maps open up that have the potential to
support and empower users of mobile maps (Reichenbacher and
Zingaro, 2022; Degbelo et al., 2023).

Key challenges for designing adaptive
mobile maps

While the adaptivity of mobile maps builds upon developments
from adaptive interfaces, adaptive hypermedia, and adaptive
visualizations, we argue that there is a fundamental difference.
Mobile maps exhibit three distinct domains that can be adapted,
either separately or jointly: the geographic information represented
in the mobile map, the cartographic visualization of this
information, i.e., the map symbology, and the map interface, i.e.,
the widgets. Moreover, the map can be understood as an interface
to geographically referenced information. And finally, mobile maps
are commonly used in highly variable contexts. These factors
make the adaptive process more complex and diverse. This section
will identify key challenges that must be addressed to move map
adaptivity forward.

Scarcity of knowledge about mobile map
use behavior

We see many advantages of maps for mobile citizens. Maps
afford a high information density, external cognition and cognitive
offloading (Scaife and Rogers, 1996), provide a synoptic view and
allow for parallel and holistic processing of information, contrary to
a linear, sequential information processing of other channels, such
as text or audio. Nevertheless, in some cases, other information
modes (e.g., text or audio) might be better suited and more efficient
than maps. Moreover, individual user differences and differences
in map use situations require alternative map designs. Despite its
importance, we still know little about map use behavior in everyday
situations. Hence, we need more ecologically valid studies, such as
those from Savino et al. (2021) and Zingaro and Reichenbacher
(2022a,b).
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Adaptation methods and strategies for
mobile maps

Adaptivity of mobile maps to the map use context (e.g., events,
tasks, users, etc.) is now possible thanks to the ability to sense
dynamic context information and capture user behavior with
smartphone sensors and real-time data. Yet, we still lack answers to
many fundamental questions regarding adaptation strategies and
methods for mobile maps. While research and approaches from
HCI can be partly transferred to mobile maps, the visualization
component of map adaptation is still under-explored. We do not
clearly understand when users could benefit from adaptive map
behavior and how intense and frequent such adaptations should be.
Also, questions about the degree of automation in adaptive map
designs and user control are critical [see one of the rare studies on
this by Kiefer et al. (2017)].

We believe mobile map adaptation should include two parallel,
antagonistic processes of generalization and individualization. The
generalization aims at offering universal adaptation to general
factors, such as reducing map information complexity by selecting
and filtering, simplifying the map for environmental factors,
general use contexts, specific map use tasks, or user groups.
Individualization aims to adapt to more specific factors (i.e.,
focusing on, emphasizing, or highlighting relevant information
to individual users and their specific tasks). Another challenge
is to select the right timing of adaptivity. For example, should
the selection and filtering of map features happen before or
continuously during usage? Is re-symbolization during usage
helpful to the user? How intense should the adaptation be to
attract users’ visual attention without distracting and confusing
them? How can mobile maps adapt to different map-use
tasks (searching, exploring, self-locating, wayfinding, estimating,
comparing, analyzing, etc.) and user behavior to ensure an optimal
cognitive workload offloaded to the map?

User acceptance

We argue that adaptive mobile maps bear great potential for
supporting digital citizens, empowering them, and making their
lives easier. At the same time, acceptance is fragile because of
possible problems with adaptivity (Lavie and Meyer, 2010): risk
of misfit (user’s needs are incorrectly captured or interpreted),
user cognitive disruption (user is disrupted by the adaptation),
lack of prediction (user does not know when and how the
map will be adapted), lack of explanation (user is not informed
about the reasons that triggered the adaptation), lack of control
(user does not have the opportunity to participate actively in
the adaptation process), risk for privacy (the map app maintains
personal information that the user wishes to keep private).

Borrowed from adaptive user interfaces, we believe the
following usability criteria are crucial for adaptive mobile maps
to be accepted by future users (Dhouib et al., 2017): predictability
(users need to understand the conditions of map adaptation
and how the map app functions), controllability (users should
be able to control the map adaptation process), breadth of
experience (the adaptation should limit the available map interface

functionalities to simplify the user experience), unobtrusiveness
(the map adaptation process should not interrupt the users’ main
activity), privacy and trust (users should be able to trust the
map app and be sure their privacy is protected), transparency
(users should be able to understand the map adaptation) (Höök,
2000; Jameson, 2003, 2005, 2009). In addition to these criteria,
Bouzit et al. (2017) propose observability (the map app should
make the adaptations perceivable for the user), intelligibility (the
map adaptation processes are communicated understandably to
the user), intelligibility (could be ensured by different ways,
explainability (the adaptation is explained), continuity (the
adaptation process is continuously rendered), awareness (the user
can perceive how the adaptation is occurring in the map app).

Control, privacy, trust, and transparency

Adaptive mobile maps can support an extensive range of
users with differences in various contexts to fulfill their tasks.
However, as above-mentioned, adaptive behavior could lead to a
lack of understandability, transparency and, in particular, control
(Peissner and Edlin-White, 2013; Graefe et al., 2021). The issue
of control has become fundamental in the context of autonomous
machines and AI. More recently, Shneiderman (2020) argued
for a two-dimensional concept of human control and computer
automation. According to Shneiderman, the design of systems
should avoid excessive automation, as well as excessive human
control. A more general taxonomy of automation for human-
automation interaction was proposed by Parasuraman et al. (2000).
This taxonomy has ten levels, from 1 (the computer offers no
assistance), 5 (the computer executes the suggestion if the human
approves), to 10 (the computer decides everything and acts
autonomously, ignoring the human).

In a user experiment, Kiefer et al. (2017) studied the issue
of controllability when using adaptive map interfaces. Comparing
non-adaptive to adaptive map user interfaces, they found that
adaptivemap interfaces aremore usable and cause a lower cognitive
load. However, users prefer adaptive map interfaces that show a
higher level of controllability. The challenge in designing adaptive
mobile maps is to find a way to keep the user in the loop. Promising
approaches are mixed-initiative adaptation (Yigitbas et al., 2021)
and co-adaptivity (Sperrle et al., 2021).

The second big challenge is privacy. To adapt to the context
of use, user abilities and behavior, a mobile map app requires a
substantial amount of personal and sensitive data (Bartling et al.,
2022). No individual adaptation and support are possible without
such knowledge about the individual. The challenge for the design
of mobile adaptive maps will be trustworthy, transparent, and fair.
The goal must be to maximize the support of individual users and
their activities in a specific context while minimizing intrusion and
data gathering.

Impacts of adaptivity

Finally, a big challenge is the desired and undesired impacts
of adaptive mobile maps. Real-time adaptivity is prone to various
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errors. If the data on context (e.g., the user abilities and states,
user behavior, etc.) is inaccurate, incomplete, or uncertain; this can
substantially affect inferences and models that are used to adapt
the map. In addition, successful adaptive maps also depend on the
availability and quality of the geospatial data to adequately being
able to respond to the detected map use context. For example,
persons in a wheelchair need routes that provide, for example,
wide enough pedestrian walks. The effects of the quality and
availability of geospatial data and context data may range from
ineffective adaptations to misfiring (Fairclough, 2022). In the worst
case, instead of supporting users, the adaptation could confuse
users, interrupt tasks, decrease performance and efficiency, or make
re-learning necessary.

Future map apps that will include adaptive behavior,
automation, and AI, hold the promise to better support mobile
users. Still, they also raise pressing questions of infantilizing,
paternalizing, overprotecting, and over-automating the users that
need to be explored and addressed. Furthermore, challenges in
data availability and quality for making proper map adaptation
decisions must be considered in the future. Another issue studied
in wayfinding support through automated navigation tools is the
danger of skill degradation (Ruginski et al., 2019). These effects of
adaptivity on users need to be carefully studied and evaluated to
guarantee user empowerment and digital well-being.

Discussion

Several key advancements in technology and digital
transformation have great potential to make our digital lives
easier. Smartphones come along with modern sensors that allow
sensing the usage context in breadth (Bartling et al., 2023). The
sensing can be complemented with data from IoT and smart
cities infrastructure. Another key advancement is the availability
of real-time data from these sensors, including user behavior
(Fabrikant, 2023). In conjunction with digital transformation
that links the physical world of mobile map app usage with the
digital world of information (e.g., linked information from other
apps, information from connected services) (Reichenbacher and
Zingaro, 2022).

To successfully support citizens in their everyday mobile
activities with adaptive maps we propose addressing follow
research opportunities:

Opportunity #1: Explore and amplify methods for empirical
research that elicit a comprehensive understanding of mobile map
usage that will help cartographers and app developers to better
design mobile map apps.

Opportunity #2: Design and analyze adaptation methods and
strategies for mobile maps that include the right information, at the

right place, in the right time, adequate to the cognitive state in an
easily accessible and understandable way.

Opportunity #3: Employ AI for adapting mobile maps in real-
time and leverage the power of visual communication of geographic
information with maps.

Opportunity #4: Design adaptive mobile maps by addressing
challenges of user acceptance through user control, privacy, trust,
and transparency.

We advocate for picking up these research opportunities by the
visualization community to strive for adaptive mobile maps that
are supportive and useful, and at the same time allow for digital
well-being in a digitally transformed world.
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